
 In the story ‘Ranfor’, from the 2012 collection  Ancestry , Albert Wendt 
presents a classroom scene in which a group of postgraduates discuss the 
literary representation of sexuality. The students have a range of interests, 
one writing a thesis on Patricia Grace, another obsessed with Henry 
Miller, a third studying the poetry of James K. Baxter, another ‘a James 
Joyce addict’.    1  They present a corresponding range of views, but it is the 
latter who, ‘voice rich with irony’, gets the distinctively Wendtian speech, 
arguing for the ‘basic truth that lust and sex and sex and sex are at the core 
of how we view reality’. This is described as ‘Joyce’s ancestry’, echoing the 
collection’s title and drawing the Irish author into Wendt’s exploration of 
the di� erent connections—sexual, cultural, artistic—linking people across 
the book’s multiple Pacifi c settings. 

 The concept of ancestry or genealogy—gafa—is crucial to the Samoan 
understanding of identity, as another character in the collection explains: 
‘her grandmother had believed that every one and every thing was con-
nected through gafa/genealogy right back to the atua, and that gafa was 
intelligent, and when you maliu-ed—moved on—you became part of 
that intelligence and the inheritance of your descendants’.    2  This chapter 
explores one line of Wendt’s artistic gafa, tracing his literary relation-
ship with Joyce, and arguing that it goes back further than his pattern of 
direct allusion might suggest. Explicit references to Joyce’s writing do not 
appear until the middle stage of Wendt’s half-century-long career. The 
novel  Black Rainbow  (1992) names both  Ulysses  (1922) and  Finnegans 
Wake  (1939), and later describes the author’s life of ‘exile’;  The Adven-
tures of Vela , started in the mid-1980s but fi nally published in 2009, 
presents a snow scene that is connected to the end of ‘The Dead’ (1914); 
‘Ranfor’ goes on to cite other elements, such as the ‘Joycean stream of 

1    Albert Wendt,   Ancestry   (Suva: University of the South Pacifi c Press, 2012), 254.   
2    Wendt,   Ancestry  , 29.   
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consciousness’.    3  In a 1992 essay, however, Wendt cites Joyce alongside 
Albert Camus, W. B. Yeats, and others as one of the infl uential writers he 
encountered while schooling in Aotearoa/New Zealand,    4  and while there 
are no direct references in the early novels— Sons for the Return Home
(1973),  Pouliuli  (1977) and  Leaves of the Banyan Tree  (1979)—I suggest 
that they also bear traces of Wendt’s reading of Joyce. 

 Specifi cally, I argue that Wendt develops narrative and structural tech-
niques from  A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man  (1916), and inci-
dental phrases and motifs from  Ulysses . It is possible to speculate on the 
biographical grounds of these texts’ appeal. For instance, Wendt has writ-
ten at length of the formative—in some respects traumatic—experience 
of his education in a colonially modelled boarding school, so it may not 
be a coincidence that all of the  Ulysses  echoes are from the ‘Nestor’ epi-
sode, which is set, like the fi rst chapter of  Portrait , in a colonial school .   5

In the fi nal section of this chapter, I argue that Wendt’s interest in Joyce 
stems in part from his experience of a related colonial modernity. More 
important, however, are the ends to which Wendt puts these sources: to 
portray the artist coming into literary consciousness, to challenge the 
distortions of colonial history, and to confront the social mechanisms 
of colonial power. While the correspondences are in each case arguable, 
I  fi nd the consistency of the source material, and patterns in Wendt’s 
methods of adaptation, to indicate a more enduring relationship between 
the two authors than has been observed in Wendt scholarship. Certainly, 
I do not wish to take the argument too far. Readers of Wendt will fi nd 
references to an immense range of writers: Chinua Achebe and Jorge Luis 
Borges, Camus and Harry Dansey, Ralph Ellison and William Faulkner, 
Patricia Grace and Vilsoni Hereniko, and so on, through to W. B. Yeats 
and Yevgeny Zamyatin. But while the breadth of Wendt’s reading and 
reference is frequently noted, there have been few detailed analyses of 
the ways in which his intertextual engagements function.    6  Focussing on 

3    Albert Wendt,   Black Rainbow   (1992; Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1995), 
82–3, 92; Albert Wendt,   The Adventures of Vela   (Wellington: Huia, 2009), 201; Wendt, 
 Ancestry  , 255.   

4    Albert Wendt, ‘Discovering   the Outsider  ’, in   Camus’s ‘L’Etranger’: Fifty Years On  , ed. 
Adele King (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan, 1992), 48.   

5    Albert Wendt,   Out of the Vaipe, the Deadwater: A Writer’s Early Life   (Wellington: BWB, 
2015), 89–116.   

6    The exception is Camus, whose infl uence upon Wendt has been studied in some detail. 
See Fa‘alafua L. Auva‘a, ‘The Cultural Perspective of Albert Wendt’s Novel   Pouliuli  ’ 
(PhD diss., Utah State University, 1997); Evelyn Ellerman, ‘Intertextuality in the Fiction 
of Camus and Wendt’, in   Comparative Literature East and West: Traditions and Trends: 
Selected Conference Papers  , ed. Cornelia N. Moore and Raymond A. Moody, vol. 1 
(Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1989); Michelle Keown, ‘The Samoan Sisyphus: 
Camus and Colonialism in Albert Wendt’s   Leaves of the Banyan Tree  ’,   Journal of Com-
monwealth Literature   37, no. 1 (2002).   
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a single case, I argue that tracing these connections improves our under-
standing of the complex ways in which Wendt negotiated a vast array of 
infl uences in his contribution towards a modern Samoan literature. 

 At the same time, however, I also refl ect on what is at stake in making 
these connections at all. Emphasising Wendt’s connections with Euro-
pean antecedents risks deemphasising his connections with Samoan and 
other Pacifi c texts and traditions, and while Wendt insists that the two 
are not mutually exclusive, he also insists that they are not equal, given 
the long history of outside agencies claiming Pacifi c space and material 
for a falsely neutral global modernity. Finding defence against critical 
appropriation in Wendt’s idea of indigenisation, I  end by considering 
ways in which Wendt converts outside infl uences into self-determining 
drivers of cultural growth and adaptation, adding to the ‘inheritance’ of 
his literary ‘descendants’. 

  ‘Silence, Solitude, Courage’:  Sons for the Return Home

 If not quite the fi rst Pacifi c novel,  Sons for the Return Home  is surely 
among the fi rst to outwardly refl ect upon its literary artifi ce. The loosely 
autobiographical narrative follows an unnamed Samoan boy brought to 
study in New Zealand. Though his foreign education is meant to elevate 
the family standing, he is raised to distrust the papālagi (European) cul-
ture in which he lives, and to revere and retain the principles of the fa‘a-
Sāmoa (Samoan tradition, way of life), ready for their eventual return. 
The tradition is broken when the boy falls in love with a white New 
Zealander; their turbulent and sexually liberating relationship falls apart 
when the girl aborts her pregnancy and emigrates. At last returning to 
Samoa, the boy, irreversibly changed by his experience, does not feel 
at home in the country he knows chiefl y through his family’s romanti-
cised accounts. He violently breaks with his mother, physically rejecting 
a fundamental base of the fa‘a-Sāmoa, and the novel ends with the boy 
literally between cultures, aboard the plane that will return him to New 
Zealand, with ‘nothing to regret; nothing to look forward to’.    7

 Wendt has described the plot as ‘corny’, and while the sexually explicit 
treatment of interracial relationships provoked the New Zealand liter-
ary establishment on publication,    8  the novel continues to be marketed 
conventionally as a ‘story of star-crossed lovers’, to quote the blurb on 
the 1996 University of Hawai‘i Press edition. However, the familiar 
framing conceals subtle provocations of style and form. From the end of 

7    Albert Wendt,   Sons for the Return Home   (1973; Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 
1996), 217. Subsequent references to this edition will be signalled within the text as   S  .   

8    Paul Sharrad,   Albert Wendt and Pacifi c Literature: Circling the Void   (Auckland: Auck-
land University Press, 2003), 41, 43.   
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  Chapter 7 , Wendt begins to include fragments of verse that each relate in 
some way to the preceding chapter, but which are not explained within 
the realist logic of the text. They begin unobtrusively: at the end of a 
chapter describing the couple’s increasing romantic involvement comes 
the simple couplet: ‘ I love you./I love you too ’ ( S  24). But, breaking from 
the straightforward reporting of speech and action, they have an increas-
ingly self-refl exive dimension as the novel proceeds, wresting linguistic 
details from the narrative and placing them in deceptively complex and 
self-interrogative refrains. These verses are not explained within the text, 
and they are not attributed to any particular consciousness. Confi ned 
to the ends of the chapters, and distinguished in italics, they perhaps do 
not interfere greatly with the more conventional narratives they follow. 
Nevertheless, even in this early work, we see Wendt’s preoccupation with 
the relationship between the telling and the told—a preoccupation that 
strongly characterises his later, more obviously experimental work. 

 In the fi nal, two-page chapter, this self-refl exivity comes to the fore. 
The boy is on the plane back to New Zealand, and we are perhaps here 
given some naturalistic explanation for the ‘epigraphs’: ‘His satchel was 
under the seat. He pulled it up, unzipped it, and searched through his 
papers for the seven poems he had written about her. As he read them 
she came alive again. Then he tore up each poem carefully’ ( S  216–17). 
There are exactly seven poetic codas in the novel, so perhaps these are the 
poems, or torn-up fragments of poems, that the boy has written. Wendt 
moves towards his refl ection on the formal structure of the novel, which 
reaches its climax in the fi nal paragraph of the book: 

  [h]e took out his pen, and on the cover of the slick Technicolor 
tourist brochure which he found in the plastic bag of airline gifts 
that the smiling hostess had given him, he wrote in large letters: ‘ And 
Hine-nui-te-Po woke up and found him in there. And she crossed her 
legs and thus ended man’s quest for immortality ’. 

 ( S  217)  

 What he writes is in fact a passage from Chapter  19, the centrepiece 
of the novel. In this chapter, the boy asks the girl if she has ‘read any 
Polynesian mythology’ ( S  99), and goes on to tell the story of ‘Maui, the 
legendary Maori hero’ ( S  99), who challenges the gods and is crushed to 
death inside the vagina of the goddess Hine-nui-te-Po. 

 At the end of an otherwise fairly straightforward novel comes an unex-
pected  mise-en-abyme : we see the boy begin to write the story that forms 
the heart of the novel that contains him. It is signifi cant that he begins to 
write it on the tourist brochure, enacting Wendt’s oft-stated aim to paint 
a more realistic portrait of the culture distorted in colonial fantasies of 
a pure, primitive Samoa. Yet if the depiction is more realistic in content, 
it is here that Wendt moves away from the realist mode of telling. The 
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more ambitious, self-refl exive elements of the novel, up to now muted, 
crescendo in the novel’s staging of its own construction. For so long the 
object of the narrative, the artist asserts himself as subject, freed to write 
himself and his reality into being—the would-be artist within the narra-
tive, the postcolonial artist through the work. 

 The European antecedent for this narrative manoeuvre is, of course, 
Joyce’s  Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man , which ends with Stephen 
Dedalus invoking the ‘old artifi cer’ after whom he is named as he fl ies 
from Dublin to write the novel that creates him, just as the boy invokes 
Maui.    9  It is no surprise, therefore, to fi nd allusions to Joyce’s novel in 
Sons for the Return Home . There are a number of parallels: the exchange 
between the boy and his mother regarding his religious revolt ( S  35), for 
instance, recalls similar scenes in  Portrait  (e.g.  PA  253). But when the 
boy’s inheritance of his grandfather’s rebellious individualism is attrib-
uted to his ‘silence, solitude, courage’ ( S  188), the connection is plain: it is 
an obvious modifi cation of Stephen’s famous tactic for artistic freedom—
‘silence, exile and cunning’ ( PA  251).  

  ‘The Tale, Like Any Other’:  Pouliuli  

Pouliuli  opens with the elderly protagonist Faleasa claiming ‘ silence ’ as 
an ‘e� ective  weapon ’ in his ‘ battle  for survival as a  free  man’,    10  and 
the military metaphor confi rms Wendt’s reading of  Portrait , echoing Ste-
phen’s avowal of a life lived ‘ free ly [. . .] using for my  defence  the only 
arms  I allow myself to use— silence , exile, and cunning’ ( PA  251, empha-
ses added). Set exclusively in Samoa,  Pouliuli  truly returns home, depict-
ing a small village community whose values founded on alofa (love) and 
interconnectedness have been undermined by the drive towards indi-
vidual power, achieved through the dominant institutions of Church, 
chiefdom, and politics, and expressed through the conspicuous consump-
tion of European goods. In this respect, the novel extends the critique 
presented in the fi nal chapters of  Sons , where the boy’s departure from 
Samoa is precipitated by his disgust at the family’s betrayal of Samoan 
ideals in their building of a papālagi house. However, while  Sons for the 
Return Home  can resolve this crisis only in individualist terms—the boy’s 
fl ight, or the birth of a literary consciousness that will remain outside 
of the culture it depicts— Pouliuli  enacts a more complex resolution, in 
which Faleasa’s defeat is o� set by the creation of a written narrative that 
reclaims something of the communality expressed in Samoan oral modes. 

 9    James Joyce,   A Portrait of the Artist as a Young Man   (1916; New York: Viking, 1964), 
257. Subsequent references to this edition will be signalled within the text as   PA  .   

10    Albert Wendt,   Pouliuli   (1977; Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1980), 12, 10. 
Subsequent references to this edition will be signalled within the text as   P  .   
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 This oral principle is established in various ways, through technique—
the narrating of key events at a remove, retold by orally focalised charac-
ters; the whispers of a communal storyteller, refl ecting on shared village 
values—and through plot, with the novel’s catastrophes initiated and 
fulfi lled through communally enacted strategies of gossip, rumour, and 
tale. Yet Wendt complicates this oralising approach by again scattering 
fragments from written texts across the narrative, and while in  Sons , he 
seems to attribute these fragments to the writerly acts of the protago-
nist, in  Pouliuli  he breaks with the naturalistic illusion, including phrases 
from texts by Camus, V. S. Naipaul, Yeats, and, yes, Joyce. And whereas 
‘silence’ registers a major reverberation from  Portrait , other phrases 
echo, in each case faintly, the ‘Nestor’ episode of  Ulysses . 

 By the end of the fi rst chapter, the rumours that Faleasa’s friend 
Laaumatua has spread as part of their elaborate manipulation of ‘āiga 
(extended family) and village have started to take e� ect: ‘[t]hat week an 
exciting tale [. . .] circulated [. . .] . The tale, like any other, grew in com-
plexity, size, and inventiveness as it spread from imagination to imagina-
tion’ ( P  18). A tale, like any other: this is a phrase used in ‘Nestor’, where 
Stephen—now back in Dublin, having failed in his bid for freedom—
thinks of history as ‘a  tale like any other  too often heard’.    11  No doubt, 
this correspondence is slight, and by itself should be seen as a coinci-
dence. Yet when we read of another story that Faleasa has passed round 
to bring down one of his rivals, the description again carries a Joycean 
trace: ‘the rumour [. . .] divided and multiplied in the contented but by 
then blazing imaginations of the Malaeluans until they reached the infi -
nite possibilities of true mythology’ ( P  87). The infi nite possibilities: this 
too echoes the ‘Nestor’ passage, where Stephen goes on to refl ect on the 
way in which an imperial history has closed out other potential realities: 
‘[t]ime has branded them and fettered they are lodged in the room of  the 
infi nite possibilities  they have ousted’ ( U  2.49–51; emphasis added). 

 Such correspondences may be coincidental, even in pairs. However, 
aside from the fact that both are from the same passage in ‘Nestor’, there 
is thematic correlation between the usages. In  Ulysses , both phrases 
relate to the way in which an imperial version of history has overwrit-
ten the opportunities for resistance now lost to the past.  Pouliuli  inverts 
the formula, presenting a colonised people enacting oral potentials for 
resistance—mobilised by Wendt against just the written, imperial ver-
sion of history recalled by Stephen in ‘Nestor’. Wendt sets up this contest 
most directly in   Chapter 10 , where Faleasa’s exploration of the Pili and 

11    James Joyce,   Ulysses: A Critical and Synoptic Edition  , ed. Hans Walter Gabler, Wolf-
hard Steppe, and Claus Melchior (1921; New York: Garland, 1984), 2.46–7, emphasis 
added. Subsequent references to this edition will be signalled within the text as   U  , by 
page and line number.   
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Pouliuli myth for ‘truths about his present reality’ ( P  94) is organised 
alongside his recollection of an old man fatally disfi gured by his faith in 
the colonial ‘written word’ ( P  104). Brought up by English missionary 
parents and colonially educated in English and German, the old man was 
‘the fi rst Samoan sent abroad to be trained for the ministry’ ( P  110). He is 
said to have su� ered some kind of breakdown on his return, having been 
found marching up and down in a German army uniform before turning 
against the Church, ‘accusing them and his dead parents of having stolen 
his soul and replaced it with the crippled soul of a papalagi’ ( P  111). The 
character stands as an allegory for the debilitating e� ects of colonialism. 
He is without village or family—the most important markers of identity 
in Samoan society—and despite his thrust against the Church, remains in 
thrall to the colonial ideology of Christian salvation: 

  the old man explained that the papalagi missionaries, by bringing the 
magic of the written word to Samoa, had rescued their people from 
the brutal nightmare swamp in which their collective memory was 
rooted [. . .] had turned their people’s attention [. . .] to the humane 
light of the world. 

 ( P  104–5)  

 And yet, for all his colonial faith in a teleological narrative of civilisation 
and salvation, the old man remains in anguish, weeping as he asks: 

  how much longer will the word be able to contain, describe and 
exorcise the horror being born out of the world’s collective memory? 
How much time is left before the light is sucked up by the bleeding 
ground and the air without the word drives us to silence? 

 ( P  105)  

 There are several echoes of the ‘Nestor’ passage here. The old man’s 
description of the past as a ‘brutal nightmare swamp’ recalls Stephen’s 
famous description of history as ‘a nightmare from which I am trying 
to awake’ ( U  2.377). His prophetic reference to the ‘world’s collective 
memory’ and ‘the light [. . .] sucked up by the bleeding ground and the 
air without the word’ echoes Stephen’s refl ection on the ‘daughters of 
memory’, and his apocalyptic vision of ‘the ruin of all space, shattered 
glass and toppling masonry, and time one livid fi nal fl ame’ ( U  2.7–10). 
And the old man’s assertion that the colonially literate can ‘store’ and 
‘imprison [. . .] their memories in written form’ ( P  104) inverts Stephen’s 
idea that the past is ‘branded’, ‘fettered’ and ‘lodged’ by an imperial his-
tory ( U  2.50). If the defi ance of  Sons  invokes the Stephen of  Portrait , 
who writes himself into freedom and self-expression, the more pessimis-
tic  Pouliuli  turns to the Stephen of the early chapters of  Ulysses , back in 
a colonial school after all, trapped by the dictates of the past. 
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 Aside from its school setting, ‘Nestor’ may have resonated with Wendt 
at a discursive level. 

 Joyce designated ‘History’ as the ‘art’ of the ‘Nestor’ episode,    12  criti-
quing the way in which this monolithic imperial discourse both occludes 
the ‘infi nite possibilities’ of other potential courses of history and justifi es 
a contingent colonial present in teleological terms—‘[a]ll human history’ 
moving ‘towards one great goal’ ( U  2.380–1). Wendt trained as a histo-
rian at Victoria University, but became increasingly critical of the impe-
rial biases of the discipline, and was by this stage of his career explicitly 
arguing that Pacifi c Islanders should use literature to correct the misrep-
resentations of colonial accounts.    13  In  Pouliuli  he wrestles, like Stephen, 
with the problem of how to use an imposed language to challenge the 
violence countersigned by a written colonial history. Stephen is all but 
overwhelmed by this problem in  Ulysses , but in ‘Nestor’ he initiates acts 
of subaltern resistance in which the misprisions of imperial history are 
subverted by the imaginative reconstructions of the colonial artist—in 
other words, the model presented by  Ulysses  as a whole. 

 There is also an important development in Wendt’s intertextuality. 
In  Sons , a structural device is turned towards the representation of the 
novel’s own existence as a literary text. Although this self-construction is 
based upon the conceit of an oral myth,  Sons  remains very much a writ-
ten novel. In  Pouliuli , this is less the case. As I have argued elsewhere, 
Wendt’s allusions in the novel to other literary texts should be seen not as 
the written basis of this written narrative, but as collateral textual mate-
rial incorporated into an oralised or oralising mode.    14  We have a move-
ment from intertextuality that serves textuality, to intertextuality that 
serves orality. And yet, in  Pouliuli , the abiding tone is one of defeat. For 
all its appeal to the ‘infi nite possibilities of true mythology’, the destruc-
tive social situation it laments remains ultimately unchanged by the oral 
principle the novel invokes, and Faleasa is fi xed in the same frozen pose 
as the allegorical old man. It is not until Wendt’s last 1970s novel,  Leaves 
of the Banyan Tree , that the oral and written principles are integrated. 
And once again, within the integration, Joyce plays a part.  

  Modernising Myths: Leaves of the Banyan Tree  

 Almost a decade in the writing,  Leaves of the Banyan Tree  is the most 
complex of Wendt’s early works. Divided into three books, it opens with 

12    Richard Ellmann, appendix,   ‘Ulysses’ on the Li� ey   (1972; London: Faber, 1974), 184.   
13    Albert Wendt, ‘Samoa’s Albert Wendt: Poet and Author’, interview by Marjorie Cro-

combe,   Mana Annual of the South Pacifi c Creative Arts Society   no. 1 (1973): 46.   
14    Matthew Hayward, ‘Indigenizing Intertextuality: Literacy and Orality in Albert Wendt’s 

 Pouliuli  ’,   Journal of Modern Literature   41, no. 2 (2018).   
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a third-person narrative tracking the thoughts and actions of Tauilopepe, 
a powerful village matai (‘āiga head) who adopts the colonial and capi-
talist vision of Samoan modernity in his drive towards ‘God, Money and 
Success’.    15  Book two shifts perspective completely, with Tauilopepe’s 
son, Pepe, lying on his deathbed, telling the story of his short and rebel-
lious life. It remains in the fi rst person throughout, and is presented as 
Pepe’s attempt at a ‘novel about the self’ ( L  160)—a novel, then, within 
the novel. Book three resumes after Pepe’s death, again in the third per-
son, and again tethered to Tauilopepe, but this time freer in its subjective 
range, circling a number of other characters. 

Leaves of the Banyan Tree  is more overtly intertextual than Wendt’s 
earlier novels, with familiar references to Camus and Yeats joined by 
explicit references to Robert Louis Stevenson, Borges, D. H. Lawrence, 
Fyodor Dostoevsky, Norman Mailer, and others. Joyce is nowhere named, 
but in the middle section of the novel, there is a structural presence that 
shapes the direction of the narrative. Like  Sons , and like  A Portrait of the 
Artist as a Young Man , book two can be read as the story of an artist writ-
ing himself into existence. Yet whereas  Sons  engages Joyce’s novel in its 
fi nal staging of the writerly resolve of the protagonist, book two of  Leaves
draws in the fi gure of the heroic young man opposing the oppressive insti-
tutions of his colonial modernity: school, then family, then religion. 

 As in  Portrait , school is the site of the protagonist’s fi rst contest with 
authority, and the ex-soldier headmaster of Pepe’s high school, Mr Ped-
dle, functions through the same complex of militarism, sports, and 
colonial ideology as Joyce’s Mr Deasy. In ‘Nestor’, Deasy admonishes 
Stephen for his irresponsibility: ‘[b]ecause you don’t save, Mr Deasy said, 
pointing his fi nger. You don’t know yet what money is. Money is power’ 
( U  2.236–7). Peddle’s advice to Pepe is similarly patronising and senten-
tious: ‘if you want to stand with the modern people like us you have 
to work hard’ ( L  183). Both men speak from a position of power and 
with the assumption of cultural superiority, the Unionist Deasy over the 
Catholic Stephen—‘[y]ou fenians’ ( U  2.272)—and the New Zealander 
Peddle over the Pacifi c Islander Pepe: ‘you  Samoan !’ ( L  184). Stephen 
challenges his headmaster’s racist comments about Catholics and Jews, 
who Mr Deasy asserts have ‘sinned against the light’ (2.361); ‘[w]ho has 
not?’ ( U  2.373), Stephen calmly replies. When Mr Peddle recites racist 
stereotypes about Samoans—that they are carefree, that they are unmod-
ern, that they cannot drink alcohol without getting violent—Pepe too 
resists; told that he must pay for a small misdemeanour, he retorts: ‘[l]ike 
my people paid and are still paying? [. . .] Like black men and Chinamen 
are paying all over the world’ ( L  184). 

15    Albert Wendt,   Leaves of the Banyan Tree   (1979; Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1981), 84. 
Subsequent references to this edition will be signalled within the text as   L  .   
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 Pepe next renounces family ties, pushing back not just against his 
domineering father, but also, like Stephen, against a mother whose genu-
ine love and solicitude risks binding the young man to the order he is 
resolved to break. When Stephen turns away from his mother, he notes 
in his diary: ‘[s]he prays now [. . .] that I may learn in my own life and 
away from home and friends what the heart is’ ( L  257). Pepe’s mother 
acts in much the same way: ‘she prays [. . .] . Look after Pepe while he is 
away in that strange home and school. Teach him to love’ ( L  171). Pepe 
breaks fi nally by robbing his father’s store and burning the Protestant 
church, denouncing his father’s hypocrisy, and sending his mother away 
from his cell when she comes to visit. The trial that follows forms the 
dramatic core of book two, and a number of critics have noted echoes 
of Camus, picking up Wendt’s early statement that ‘[t]he trial in  [.  .  .] 
“Flying-Fox” is deliberately patterned on the trial in  The Stranger ’.    16

Michelle Keown examines these Camusian connections in some detail 
in her essay ‘The Samoan Sisyphus’, but her passing description of Pepe 
as ‘the indigenous-artist-as-a-young man’ also registers his parallels with 
Joyce’s young protagonist.    17  While Stephen does not go so far as arson, 
Pepe’s act and subsequent defi ance of the judge’s inquisition—‘I do not 
know what a Christian is’ ( L  201)—is only a more overt declaration 
of Stephen’s  non serviam  and rejection of compromising belief systems: 
‘I don’t know what your words mean’ ( PA  244). Stephen’s silence is 
replaced by Pepe’s public revolt, and his exile by imprisonment. But in 
each text, we see an apostate heroism that exposes and ultimately rejects 
the instruments of power, school, church, and home. Integrating struc-
tures from  Portrait  and details from ‘Nestor’,  Leaves of the Banyan Tree
places an orally driven narrative within a writerly novel, synthesising the 
approaches Wendt developed in  Sons  and  Pouliuli . 

 Seeking Joycean echoes in Wendt’s 1970s novels reveals a cluster of 
possible correspondences, at the level of phrase, characterisation, plot, 
and structure. Where Wendt’s later references include ‘The Dead’, the 
‘Penelope’ episode of  Ulysses , and  Finnegans Wake , in the earlier works 
all traces lead to  Portrait  and the ‘Nestor’ episode, and all relate to Ste-
phen Dedalus, whose rebellion against colonial, religious, and nationalist 
constraints made him something of a ‘hero’, in Derek Walcott’s words, 
for postcolonial writers.    18  There is broad thematic consistency in Wendt’s 
usage of these elements: each of them are adapted towards anti-colonial 
ends. Yet they are adapted in distinct ways at each stage of Wendt’s early 

16    Albert Wendt, interview by John Beston and Rose Marie Beston,   World Literature Writ-
ten in English   16, no. 1 (1977): 157.   

17    Keown, ‘The Samoan Sisyphus’, 54.   
18    Derek Walcott,   Critical Perspectives on Derek Walcott  , ed. Robert D. Hammer (Boul-

der, CO: Three Continents, 1993), 31.   
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development as a novelist.  Sons for the Return Home  echoes  Portrait
in Wendt’s representation of the growth of an independent literary con-
sciousness through the self-refl exive construction of the novel. In  Pouliuli , 
phrases from ‘Nestor’ are drawn into Wendt’s critique of the authority 
of the imperial word, and the potentials for a written text to contest a 
constraining colonial history. Both are brought together in  Leaves of the 
Banyan Tree , with Pepe’s anti-colonial rebellion staged through his intel-
lectual and verbal challenges against constraining authority fi gures, each 
of whom have rough analogues in both  Portrait  and ‘Nestor’. 

 Across these varied experiments in adaptation and form can be seen 
Wendt’s abiding use of Pacifi c mythology as a structuring apparatus, evi-
dent from his earliest works, and developing in sophistication throughout 
the 1970s. In  Sons for the Return Home , the Maui and Hine-nui-te-Po 
myth remains largely collateral to the novel’s main drama, with its gen-
erative potential remaining at a narrative level: the myth provides the 
impetus for narrativisation, but is not obviously enacted within the plot 
itself. In  Pouliuli , the protagonist again turns to myth for ‘truths about 
his present reality’ ( P  94), and while some early reviewers questioned the 
‘point’ of this mythical material, Sharrad is right to observe that it makes 
more sense within Samoan narrative traditions, and Wendt’s integration 
of the myth alongside other stories within the story refl ects his growing 
confi dence in constructing an orally focussed novel that answers to Indig-
enous aesthetic pulls.    19

 It is again in  Leaves  that Wendt unifi es these approaches: the Pepesa 
myth at once o� ers a model of inspiration for the central character, a 
point of connection between the modern hero and the precolonial past, 
and a blueprint for the events of the novel. Within the fi ctional world, the 
hero Pepe has been named after the legendary Pepesa, who ‘challenges all 
the gods and gets away with it, [. . .] a man feared by the gods because 
of his courage and cunning and humour’ ( L  172). Pepesa’s campaign 
against his divine father presents a mythic parallel for Pepe’s own fi lial 
rebellion, and in the climax of book two he invokes his gafa in court as 
provocation against colonial and Christian law: ‘[m]y name is Pepesa, 
son of Pepe and the gods of Sapepe [. .  .] . After the Sapepe hero who 
challenged all the gods and won’ ( L  199). 

 While Pepe consciously models himself on his mythical namesake, 
his friends also fall into mythically determined roles of which they 
cannot be aware. For instance, when Pepe’s friend Tagata, nicknamed 
the ‘Flying-Fox’, leads away the police so that Pepe can rob his father’s 
store, he unwittingly fulfi ls the Pepesa myth, where the hero’s friends 
imitate fl ying-foxes to distract his father’s guards, allowing him to raid 

19    Chris Ti�  n, review of   Pouliuli  , by Albert Wendt,   Mana: A South Pacifi c Journal of 
Language and Literature   3, no. 1 (1978): 141; Sharrad,   Albert Wendt  , 109.   
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the god’s palace. Knowingly or otherwise, this development—from 
myth as referent in the earlier novels, to myth as structuring device in 
Leaves— mirrors Joyce’s shift in approach from  Portrait  to  Ulysses . 
In the former, there is a naturalistic justifi cation, with Stephen’s self-
comparisons against his ‘[o]ld father’ Daedalus prompted by his unlikely 
name ( PA  257). In  Ulysses , this mythical drive is expanded into complex 
and expansive parallels, with a host of Dubliners unwittingly echoing the 
events of their classical avatars. 

 The adaptation of myth is of course a mainstay of European and 
American modernism, and Wendt would have found examples of the 
practice in many of his cited infl uences, from Camus to Yeats to Thomas 
Mann—hence Sharrad’s easy identifi cation of what he calls ‘modernist 
mythologising’ in Wendt’s work.    20  Yet his approach also derives from 
local wellsprings. Wendt at times downplayed this aspect of his work, 
telling Vilsoni Hereniko that ‘most of the mythology in my novels is 
made up [laughs], or borrowed from other cultures’, and his impatience 
with foreign critical fetishisations of a ‘pure’ Samoan artist unrefl ectively 
expressing an ‘authentic’ Samoan mythology is understandable.    21  How-
ever, his disavowal should also be taken with ‘fi fteen grains of Epsom 
salts’ ( L  159), for while the myths he works into his texts have no doubt 
been remodelled and even invented, their ‘grammar’—the way in which 
they function within the text—remains closer to Pacifi c analogues than 
to European modernist approaches. As Wendt pointed out from the start, 
his formative aesthetic grounding came in his childhood experience of 
the oral Samoan fāgogo, which blended local myths and legends with 
such diverse material as biblical stories, Aesop’s fables, and Grimm’s fairy 
tales.    22  With this attribution in mind, Wendt’s use of a particular myth, 
and for that matter, his introduction of details from Joyce, Camus, or any 
other European text, appears in a new light. Taking the fāgogo rather 
than the European novel as the starting point gives priority to an Indig-
enous core structure, fl exible enough to incorporate new material from 
both the inside and the outside. It is the model Wendt proposes for Pacifi c 
literature as a whole.  

  Indigenising Artists, Cannibalising Critics  

 Aspects of the text that from one perspective appear introduced or inci-
dental may from another be generative and central. But with literary 

20    Sharrad,   Albert Wendt  , 246. For an early discussion of his infl uences, see Wendt, inter-
view with Beston, 158.   

21    Albert Wendt, ‘Following in Her Footsteps’, interview by Vilsoni Hereniko,   Manoa   5, 
no. 1 (1993): 54.   

22    Wendt, ‘Samoa’s Albert Wendt’, 45.   
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critical apparatuses typically remaining outside of the region, these per-
spectives are not equal, nor equally valid. As Hereniko and Sig Schwarz 
point out, critics ‘trained in European or American universities are taught 
to look for certain elements’ when approaching the text, and so tend to 
privilege these points when they fi nd them, fi xing Indigenous literature 
in a ‘centrist, linear reading of art history in which formal innovation is 
elevated and subject matter deemphasized’.    23  Fundamentally, Hereniko 
argues, such critics ‘fail to fully comprehend the political nature of most 
writing by colonized peoples, in the Pacifi c and beyond’.    24  If we are to 
persist, then, in tracing textual connections with European antecedents, 
we must ask not only, ‘which ones?’ but also, ‘to what end?’ Many of 
the examples I have presented begin with verbal echoes, and on one level 
Wendt may simply have enjoyed the sounds of particular words and 
phrases, regardless of their provenance: Joyce, of all writers, would insist 
upon the right of the author to such pleasures. But when the phrases are 
so consistently drawn into political sequences, we must ask, why Joyce, 
and not Kipling? Why Camus and not Proust? 

 While Wendt could be disparaging about his literary activity in early 
interviews,    25  he tasked himself with nothing less than the creation of a 
new national literature—‘a craft that would change the planet’, as he 
would later ironically refl ect.    26  It is easy to see why the Irish author 
might appeal. Joyce’s depiction of the artist in defi ant, heroic terms, 
escaping the nightmare of colonial history to ‘forge the uncreated con-
science’ of his ‘race’ ( PA  257); his devoted portrayal of the home country 
throughout his ‘exile’; his ‘pioneer’ challenge against what Wendt called 
‘the hypocritical public morality of our societies’    27 ; his sophisticated cri-
tique of the British coloniser and rejection of Romanticised images of the 
Irish: all of these are likely to have appealed to the young Wendt, who 
proceeds in comparable terms and with a similar agenda. 

 In short, Wendt found in Joyce a textual negotiation of a related colo-
nial experience. After all, this is how he describes his relationship with 
Camus. Acknowledging the importance of Camus’s writing—his ‘testa-
ment’, as he put it in a 1992 essay—Wendt relates not just to the text, 
but also to the colonial context, stating that ‘[l]ike Albert Camus, I am of 
two worlds’, and openly identifying with the Algerian author’s ‘exile’.    28

23    Vilsoni Hereniko and Sig Schwarz, ‘Four Writers and One Critic’, in   Inside Out: Litera-
ture, Cultural Politics, and Identity in the New Pacifi c  , ed. Vilsoni Hereniko and Rob 
Wilson (Lanham, MA: Rowman & Littlefi eld, 1999), 57.   

24    Hereniko and Schwarz, ‘Four Writers and One Critic’, 57.   
25    E.g. Wendt, interview with Beston, 154.   
26    Albert Wendt, ‘The Writer as Fiction’,   Mana: A South Pacifi c Journal of Language and 

Literature   8, no. 1 (1983): 42.   
27    Albert Wendt,   Ola   (1991; Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1995), 39.   
28    Wendt, ‘Discovering   the Outsider  ’, 49, 48.   
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We may surmise that he thought of Joyce in similar terms. In  Black Rain-
bow , published the same year as the Camus essay, Wendt describes Joyce 
as having ‘escaped his labyrinth, Dublin, by living in exile’.    29  (The laby-
rinth metaphor develops Wendt’s description of the Icarus and Daeda-
lus myth in the previous sentence, confi rming his particular association 
with Stephen Dedalus.) It is not just the work, but the way in which the 
work arises from the exiled author’s relationship to the ‘labyrinth’ of 
colonial modernity—Wendt’s Samoa, Camus’s Algeria, Joyce’s Ireland. 
And though there are departures between these colonial modernities that 
must not be elided, not least in that the Irish were also implicated in the 
colonisation of the Pacifi c, Wendt reads for continuities between their 
decolonising literatures. As he puts it in his introduction to the anthol-
ogy  Nuanua  (1995), Pacifi c literature arose as part of the ‘process of 
decolonisation and the cultural revival that was taking place in our 
region, inspired by and learning from the anti-colonial struggles in Ire-
land, Africa, the Caribbean, and India’. It is in this context that Wendt 
situates literary infl uence: ‘as our anti-colonial political movements were 
inspired by other anti-colonial movements, our literature was inspired by 
and learned from the post-colonial literatures that emerged out of those 
movements’.    30

 Wendt was thinking in these terms as early as the 1970s, explicitly 
comparing the Samoans to the Irish in terms of a shared anti-colonial 
resistance: ‘we’re always fi ghting, playing for independence. We have 
our own identity in spite of conquest’.    31  ‘Our own identity’—this is the 
crucial point, as Wendt goes on to explain in the  Nuanua  introduction: 
‘[w]e have indigenised much that was colonial or foreign to suit our-
selves, creating new blends and forms. We have even indigenised Western 
art forms, including the novel’.    32  Placing the ‘colonial or foreign’ at the 
periphery of the Pacifi c world centre, Wendt counters models that would 
situate the Pacifi c at the outer edge of modernity—whether culturally, 
as with the anthropological tradition epitomised by Malinowski’s  The 
Sexual Life of Savages in North-Western Melanesia  (1929); politically, as 
with the nuclear colonial practices Julia A. Boyd discusses in Chapter 3 
of this volume; or discursively, as with any of the knowledge systems 
whose claims to neutrality are belied by sites of power that remain in 
and of the Global North. This concept of indigenisation allows for the 
critical acknowledgement of correspondences with other texts and litera-
tures, while asserting agency in the act of creation. Traces of these texts 

29    Wendt,   Black Rainbow  , 92.   
30    Albert Wendt, ed.,   Nuanua: Pacifi c Writing in English Since 1980   (Honolulu: University 

of Hawai‘i Press, 1995), 2–3.   
31    Wendt, interview with Beston, 154.   
32    Wendt,   Nuanua  , 3.   
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appear not as the fi nished result of a general indebtedness, but as mod-
ules in dynamic and self-driven processes, repurposed by writers working 
in their own situated modernities. Above all, indigenisation asserts self-
determination and ownership, principles upon which decolonisation in 
the Pacifi c are fundamentally a�  rmed. 

 In a broader context, indigenisation may help explain why a given 
author’s infl uence can manifest so distinctly in di� erent settings. Crit-
ics continue to identify Joyce’s impact upon writers all over the world. 
In each case, however, the author has adapted di� erent elements, from 
the ‘proliferation of allusions’ Charles W. Pollard identifi es in Walcott 
(St. Lucia), to the ‘systematized chaos’ and non-linearity Leila Baradaran 
Jamili and Bahman Zarrinjooee discern in Sadeq Hedayat (Iran), to the 
emphasis upon materiality, focalisation, and sound that Jessica Berman 
fi nds in Mulk Raj Anand (India).    33  Far from passively adopting a fi nished 
aesthetic standard, each has adapted particular techniques and tactics 
towards their own context—each, as Wendt claims for the Pacifi c con-
text, to suit themselves. And in case the chronological priority of canoni-
cal European modernism be taken to imply its inceptive precedence in the 
unmediated creation of new and original forms, Wendt recalls that this 
‘new’ art also depended upon foreign contact, maintaining that it is only 
a critical double standard that allows adaptation to appear a specifi cally 
postcolonial activity: ‘when Picasso developed cubism, which was a mix-
ture of what he borrowed from African art and Polynesian art, that was 
not called a “hybrid” development but a  new  development’.    34  Writing in 
the context of 1990s postcolonial studies, Wendt here anticipates some 
of the major advances of modernist studies in the new millennium. While 
canonical modernism may still be taught as a self-generating aesthetics 
of innovation, scholars continue to fi nd ways in which it hinged upon 
the appropriation and adaptation of foreign forms, from the Chinese ele-
ments co-opted by Ezra Pound and Wallace Stevens, to the Polynesian 
modes utilised by Paul Gauguin and Pablo Picasso. 

 The concept of indigenisation has some parallels with Édouard Glissant’s 
idea of creolisation (discussed by Susan Stanford Friedman in Chapter 14 
of this volume), the ‘unceasing process of transformation’ that creates 
‘[c]omposite peoples’— all  peoples for Glissant, once the myth of ‘ “pure” 

33    Jessica Berman,   Modernist Commitments: Ethics, Politics, and Transnational Modern-
ism   (New York: Columbia University Press, 2011), 90–135; Charles W. Pollard, ‘Trave-
ling with Joyce: Derek Walcott’s Discrepant Cosmopolitan Modernism’,   Twentieth 
Century Literature   47, no. 2 (2001): 205; Leila Baradaran Jamili and Bahman Zarrin-
jooee, ‘An Artistic Metempsychosis: James Joyce’s and Sadeq Hedayat’s Nonlinear and 
Chaotic Imagination’, in   Joycean Legacies  , ed. Martha C. Carpentier (Basingstoke: Pal-
grave Macmillan, 2015), 230–57, 233.   

34    Albert Wendt, ‘An Interview with Albert Wendt’, by Michel Christie,   Alizés  , no. 16 
(1998),   http://oracle-reunion.pagesperso-orange.fr/documents/an_interview_.html  .   
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cultures’ is stripped away.    35  But the two are not interchangeable.    36  With its 
experiential basis in the deracinated context of the Caribbean, creolisation 
emphasises the way in which cultural adaptation innovates, producing forms 
that are—to again quote Walcott—‘perpetually making it new’.    37  Of course, 
Wendt too is concerned with ‘new blends and forms’: it is the very premise of 
‘Towards a New Oceania’. However, indigenisation emphasises not newness 
itself, but the way in which the new can be integrated into the structures and 
traditions that have guided Pacifi c lives for generations. And while the act of 
integration produces new modes of living, this is a newness that maintains 
connections with Indigenous traditions—‘new cultures’, insists Wendt, that 
are ‘based fi rmly on our own pasts’.    38  While creolisation is highly suspicious 
of ‘genealogical descent’ as a marker of identity,    39  indigenisation prioritises 
lineage, ‘every one and every thing connected through gafa/genealogy’.    40

Providing and articulating unifi cation through time, and privileging conti-
nuity over rupture—this is a living and adaptive process of interrelation, not 
the reactive break that ‘modernism’ can sometimes be taken to denote. 

 Ultimately, Wendt grounds questions of cultural and literary develop-
ment in a Pacifi c that is always the site and centre of its own modernity. 
This does not preclude the study of connections with outside literatures: 
Wendt’s critical situation of Pacifi c literature in relation to other colonial 
and postcolonial movements encourages the tracing of such connections 
in his own works, and his dense intertextuality provides many opportuni-
ties for doing so. The Pacifi c grounding does, however, refuse to give over 
fully to outside systems—including global modernist studies—and while 
it would be disingenuous to renounce the critical movement that under-
pins this chapter, I should like to end with some methodological provisos. 

 First, while working at a ‘global scale’ inevitably requires some level of 
generalisation, we must resist, with Aarthi Vadde, ‘confl ating select writ-
ers with entire movements’.    41  Vadde is referring to the synecdoche that 
would allow Joyce, say, to stand in for European modernism as a whole, 
quoting Mark Wollaeger’s comment that Sei Itō, though infl uenced by 
Joyce, was ‘ not  infl uenced by a monolithic Western agent named “mod-
ernism” nor did he imitate one’.    42  As it happens, I would argue that Wendt 
was in fact infl uenced by modernism in a monolithic sense, not because 

35    Édouard Glissant,   Caribbean Discourse: Selected Essays  , trans. J. Michael Dash (Char-
lottesville: University Press of Virginia, 1989), 142, 140.   

36    Vicente M. Diaz, ‘Creolization and Indigeneity’,   American Ethnologist   33, no. 4 (2006): 
576–8.   

37    Walcott,   Critical Perspectives  , 55.   
38    Wendt, ‘Towards a New Oceania’, 53.   
39    Glissant,   Caribbean Discourse  , 140.   
40    Wendt,   Ancestry  , 29.   
41    Aarthi Vadde, ‘Scalability’,   Modernism/Modernity Print Plus   2, no. 4 (2018),   https://

doi.org/10.26597/mod.0035  .   
42    Mark Wollaeger, ‘The Global/Comparative Turn in Modernist Studies: Two Points Bear-

ing on Praxis’,   English Language Notes   49, no. 1 (2011): 156; qtd. Vadde, ‘Scalability’.   
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he repeatedly cites modernist authors as primary infl uences, but because 
he experienced a mid-twentieth-century colonial education system that 
was already beginning to reify ‘modernism’ as a literary movement, if 
not yet under that name. But the principle is valid—and cuts both ways. 
Wendt has played an immeasurable role in the development of Pacifi c 
literature, both as a body of work and as a fi eld of study. Yet in either 
sense, Pacifi c literature is as vast and varied as the region itself, and while 
Wendt and a number of his contemporaries certainly engaged with Euro-
pean modernist texts, it does not follow that a monolithic agent named 
‘Pacifi c literature’ was directly infl uenced by European modernism. 

 Second, granted that connections with some European modernist texts 
exist in some texts by Pacifi c authors, it would be false to claim disinterest 
in identifying them, if the starting position is a ‘planetary’ literary system 
with discursive roots in the Global North. If the new modernist studies 
has reminded us of anything, it is that ‘modernism’ is not the object, but 
the system of classifi cation, and that this system encodes a politics of 
inclusion and exclusion—along formal lines of genre, style, and so on, 
but also along social lines, of nationality, gender, sexuality, and race. It is 
right that modernist scholars should continue to interrogate and decon-
ceal the politics encoded within the discipline. But to believe in modernist 
studies as a master discourse that can somehow transcend its discursive 
premises is at best utopian, and can at worst be seen to repeat the act of 
imperial overwriting that Pacifi c writers have worked so hard to resist. 
The drive towards inclusivity is important. But there is a painful and 
enduring history of classifi catory imposition in the Pacifi c region, and it 
is well to remember that outside identifi cations may be as alienating as 
they are inviting in a region where people still live with the e� ects of colo-
nial disenfranchisement, and still fi ght for the validity and sovereignty 
of their ‘own identity’. And so I leave the fi nal word to Hereniko: ‘If the 
critic feels moved to write about the work of an indigenous writer, it is 
important that the critic does not behave like an “overseas expert” and 
“cannibalize” that work’.    43
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